ABSTRACT

Polities in the Mekong delta played a central role in regional developments between 500 BC and AD 500. Documentary data suggest the delta reached its political apex during the 3rd through 7th centuries. What were the roots of early polities in this region, and what was their organization? Research by the Lower Mekong Archaeological Project seeks to answer these questions through field investigations in southern Cambodia. Excavations at the ancient capital of Angkor Borei suggest a continuous occupation of the area from the 4th century BC onwards; the timing, development and nature of interregional networks are now under study. This presentation describes some results of research at Angkor Borei, and discusses ongoing research on the communication and settlement systems that characterized the northern section of the Mekong delta from 500 BC to AD 500.

The Mekong delta played a central role in the development of Cambodia’s earliest complex polities from approximately 500 BC to AD 600. In what is now southern Cambodia and southern Vietnam (Fig. 1), substantial populations established new coastal and inland settlements, constructed religious monuments within their cities and in the surrounding countryside, and participated in the South China Sea economic and social network that linked cultures from China to Rome. Four southern provinces in Cambodia’s Mekong delta (Prei Veng, Svay Rieng, Kandal, and Takeo) contain the delta’s highest density of early historic sites, and most 7th-8th century inscriptions (Jacob 1979; Jacques 1979, 1995; Vickery 1998). A wealth of archaeological, epigraphic and art historical data suggests that this region’s centrality continued throughout much of the subsequent pre-Angkorian period (c. AD 500-802).

The Lower Mekong Archaeological Project (hereafter “LOMAP”) was established in 1996 to investigate models of early state formation in southern Cambodia. LOMAP Phase II began in 2003, and primarily involved a regional survey program in Takeo Province. The three-year survey was designed to locate and analyze the distribution of first millennium AD settlements associated with either the “Funan” or the Pre-Angkorian periods. Results of our survey work suggest that earlier historical models based on Chinese accounts of “Funan” underestimate the region’s importance, and that it played critical political and social roles until at least the end of the pre-Angkorian period.

Figure 1. Location of Angkor Borei in Takeo Province (Cambodia). Reprinted with permission from the University of Hawaii Press from Figure 1, p. 52 in “A New Date for the Phnom Da Images and Its Implications for Early Cambodia.” by N.H. Dowling, Asian Perspectives 38(1):51-61.

This paper draws from a decade’s worth of archaeological investigations to discuss pre-Angkorian settlement trends in the LOMAP study area (e.g., Bishop et al. 2003a, 2003b; Bong 2003; Sanderson et al. 2003; Stark 1998, 2003a; Stark and Bong 2001; Stark et al. 1999; Voeun and von den Driesch 2004). This article has
four sections. I first present a background to the Lower Mekong Archaeological Project, and discuss key research themes that structure LOMAP research. Findings from LOMAP excavations at and around Angkor Borei are then summarized, and preliminary findings from the LOMAP survey are discussed. This article concludes by expanding its focus beyond the Mekong delta to think more broadly about the Mekong basin.

BACKGROUND TO LOMAP AND RESEARCH THEMES

The Lower Mekong Archaeological Project is a direct outgrowth of the University of Hawaii/East-West Center/Royal University of Fine Arts Cambodia Project that was initiated in 1994 by Dr Judy Ledgerwood (then of the East-West Center) and Dr P. Bion Griffin (University of Hawai’i) and initially supported by the East-West Center. At the invitation of Cambodia’s Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, the larger Cambodia project was established to provide a foundation for long-term research and training programs by University of Hawai’i faculty that involve training graduates of the Royal University of Fine Arts (Phnom Penh) in archaeology, art history, cultural anthropology, and historic preservation (Griffin et al. 1996; Griffin et al. 1999).

The Lower Mekong Archaeological Project (hereafter called LOMAP) represents a product of this larger Cambodia Project. LOMAP was established in 1996 by co-directors Chuch Phoeurn (then Dean, Archaeology Faculty, Royal University of Fine Arts, Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts) and Miriam Stark (Department of Anthropology, University of Hawaii). LOMAP has concentrated most of its archaeological research on the archaeological site of Angkor Borei in Takeo province. Our fieldwork combines archaeological research and training and uses a variety of field techniques, from excavation and survey to geoarchaeological prospecting and coring. Several graduate students from the University of Hawaii (and other American and Australian universities) and more than 30 graduates from the Archaeology Faculty of the Royal University of Fine Arts have participated in LOMAP fieldwork since 1996.

Research Themes

Chinese documentary evidence sheds light on the earliest polities of the Mekong delta: envoys Kang Dai and Zhu Ying visited the delta in the mid-3rd century AD to explore the nature of the sea passage via Southeast Asia to India (Coedès 1968; Pelliot 1903). These Chinese dignitaries described customs of the peoples who lived in the “Kingdom of Funan”, its multiple urban centers, political hierarchy, institutionalized religion, writing and economic specializations. Scholars who have examined Chinese documentary sources to understand Funan political developments (e.g., Coedès 1968; Hall 1982, 1985; Ishizawa 1996; Jacques 1979; Malleret 1959, 1960,1962; Wheatley 1983) suggest it had a tribute-based economy, that it produced a surplus which was used to support foreign traders along its coasts and ostensibly to launch expansionistic missions to the west and south.

A substantial amount of archaeological research in Vietnam’s Mekong delta since 1975 has concentrated on the “Oc Eo Culture” (Ha 1996; Trinh 1996 and Vo 2003 provide Western language summaries). Between 80 and 150 “Oc Eo culture” sites have been identified along the southern delta waterways, and many have been dated using chronometric or relative dating techniques. Many contain vestiges of brick monuments, some also have evidence of residential activity, and a small handful of sites have an occupational span that exceeded 500 years. The first millennium AD occupation of Cambodia’s Mekong delta, in contrast, remains poorly documented. Before the launch of the LOMAP 2003-2005 survey, no systematic archaeological research had been undertaken in the area since Captain E.E. Lunet de Lajonquière’s survey (Lunet de Lajonquière 1901, 1902-1911).

Thus, answering basic culture historical questions is a persistent goal of LOMAP research. LOMAP members also use multiple methodologies to address three key research questions. First, what were the roots of early polities in the Mekong delta? Secondly, how might we characterize their sociopolitical structure? Finally, do we have evidence for organizational changes through time? Our work focuses on both the site and regional levels, and this article presents preliminary findings from work still in progress. These provisional findings underscore the critical role of archaeological data in understanding early political developments in southern Cambodia, and enable us to evaluate the “received wisdom” of documentary accounts. This work also establishes a reliable timeline for the region’s settlement history, and investigates the nature and timing of the area’s initial settlement and subsequent expansion. LOMAP findings in and around Angkor Borei form the beginning of this discussion.

FINDINGS FROM LOMAP FIELD INVESTIGATIONS IN THE ANGKOR BOREI AREA

The site of Angkor Borei, whose walls enclose an area of 300 hectares, remains a primary locus of LOMAP research. Project members have investigated the site’s developmental history, its ceramic variability, and aspects of the public works found around and within it. Figure 2 identifies LOMAP sampling locations for archaeological excavations and sediment coring until 2000. The highest densities of archaeological deposits lie in two areas: (1) the northern sector of the site, and (2) in a c. 500 m east-west swath just south of the east-west channel that bifurcates the site. These areas have also experienced heavy looting activities since 1995. Almost all remains of Angkor Borei’s standing architectural features have now been dismantled, and their construction materials have been recycled for either new buildings or for road fill. Most sub-surface areas containing burials have been mined for saleable artifacts (especially beads, gold, and earthenware vessels), and bead mining activities continue to the present (Warne 2006:41-42).
This ceramic sequence provides a useful tool for dating sites that we have documented through the 2003-2005 survey. While ceramic forms in this sequence have parallels found elsewhere in the Mekong delta (and particularly in Vietnam), we find it intriguing that the ceramic traditions bear little resemblance to contemporary traditions found in northwest Cambodia and northeast Thailand. These differences support the contention that the Mekong delta polities were focused southwards toward the China Sea network until some point after the 4th century AD, but systematic survey is needed over a large geographic region to test this model adequately.

LOMAP 2003-2005 SURVEY: METHODOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
The Takeo River catchment, which encompasses an area c. 35 km east-west by 35 km north-south, was designated as the LOMAP 2003-2005 survey area for three reasons. The first is that Bernard Philippe Groslier (1973:342-343) suggested that “Funan” and pre-Angkorian sites were clustered along minor tributaries in the Transbassac rather than along the Mekong and Bassac rivers themselves. Angkor Borei forms the easternmost large settlement in this area; further east lies the Plain of Reeds, which today is swampy and only lightly inhabited. To the southwest of Angkor Borei lies a sizable, low-lying area that was suitable for flood recession agriculture (Fox and Ledgerwood 1999) because of its annual inundation. Flood recession agriculture may have played an important role in the earliest occupation of this region (van Lière 1980; Ng 1979), because ancient populations could reap high rice yields with relatively low labor inputs. Flanking the eastern edge of this basin is the Takeo River. Although areas west of Angkor Borei fall into this flooded basin, areas east of the basin are sufficiently elevated to remain habitable during periods of peak flooding. The LOMAP survey region includes locations within a 30 km radius of Angkor Borei to its west and south along the Takeo River (Figures 4-6 bound this area).

A second parameter that bounds our survey region consists of a series of ancient canals, first documented by Pierre Paris (1931, 1941) and Louis Malleret (1959), and more recently by LOMAP crew members (e.g., Bishop et al. 2003a; Sanderson et al. 2003). These canals connect Angkor Borei to a series of sites that flank the Takeo River, and likely formed important transportation and communication networks to link settlements within a regional system. Our earliest canal samples date to c. 2000 BP. These dates identify the Takeo River drainage as a salient region and provide provisional support for Paris’ claim that a canal linked Angkor Borei with Oc Eo and other Vietnamese sites (see also Bourdonneau 2003). Investigating the origins, structure, and change through time in the Takeo River regional settlement system requires systematic archaeological survey to document the region’s range of settlements from the mid-first millennium BC onwards. Accordingly, we sought to record the range of sites in the system and to obtain...
Table 1. Ceramic chronology from Angkor Borei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angkor Borei Phase</th>
<th>Date range</th>
<th>Dominant ceramics</th>
<th>Diagnostic ceramics (and common shapes)</th>
<th>AB recovery contexts</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>c. 400 BC - 100 BC</td>
<td>Cord-marked wares, incised burnished wares</td>
<td>Incised burnished ware pedestalled vases¹</td>
<td>AB3, AB4</td>
<td>Bong 2003; Stark 2000, 2003b; Stark et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>c. 100 BC - c. A.D. 200/300</td>
<td>Fine orangewares</td>
<td>Fine orangeware cylinders</td>
<td>AB3, AB4, AB7</td>
<td>Bong 2003; Stark 2000, 2003b; Stark et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>c. 200 BC – AD 200</td>
<td>Fine orangewares</td>
<td>Fine orangeware pedestalled bowls and globular ring-based jars</td>
<td>AB 7 (Vat Komnou cemetery)</td>
<td>Stark 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>c. AD 200/300-600²</td>
<td>Fine buffwares</td>
<td>Buffware kendi jars and other forms</td>
<td>AB3, AB4</td>
<td>Bong 2003; Stark 2000, 2003b; Stark et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Leng Rattanak (personal communication, April 2006) reported similar ceramics from Phnom Ambeng (Kompong Cham province).

²The terminus date of Phase 3 is inferred because of widespread destruction of the post-AD 300 materials across the site.

Figure 3. Vessel forms associated with each phase in the Angkor Borei ceramic chronology. Note that Phase 2a includes small cylindrical vessels. The Phase 3, left hand vessel, has red painted bands of decoration.
To maximize spatial coverage within the project area, the specialists in the field as part of this project. Because have joined archaeologists, geographers, and dating specialists in the field as part of this project. Because most of our studies are still underway, we only sketch the outlines of our research here.

LOMAP members have spent three consecutive field seasons engaged primarily in archeological survey: reconnaissance, mapping, and recording surface features. To maximize spatial coverage within the project area, the LOMAP survey relied on selective, rather than full-coverage, survey techniques that drew from data sources described previously in this paper (e.g., art historical, epigraphic, aerial photographic). We counteracted this skew toward identifying sites with surface architectural manifestations (particularly moated-sites) by interviewing villagers about site locations that were not necessarily visible on our aerial photographs. Crew members also inspected likely areas of habitation, which are found along the edge of the floodplain (as identified on aerial photographs taken during the peak flooding period in December 1992). Accordingly, first millennium AD residential sites in the region may be underrepresented in the survey area because of leveling activities in connection with farming (see Wilkinson 2003:37-38 for parallel in the Near East), as are earlier “prehistoric” sites that are now overlain with alluvial deposits.

Methods of Site Identification

French archaeologists used aerial photographs to document Cambodian sites beginning as early as 1912 (Groslier 1952:55), and began a long tradition of using remote sensing imagery to document archeological sites in the region. Data from the 2003-2005 field seasons are now being entered into an integrated GIS database that includes a collection of remote sensing imagery as well as topographic maps. Satellite imagery will be used to detect relict channels, canal fragments, maximal flooding extent, and possibly pre-Angkorian field systems. Two series of aerial photographs provide quality information for identifying potential archaeological features (i.e., mounds and ponds): (1) 1990s FinnMap photos (which were digitized and orthorectified before the 2003 season, and analyzed to identify major areas that required LOMAP field investigations); and (2) 1950s aerial photographs taken by the French and described by Groslier (1952:60-61).

The French military aerial photographs of the Mekong delta during the early 1950s offer a supplementary data source that is now being incorporated into the LOMAP GIS database. It is likely that they will contain more archaeological evidence than the 1990s FinnMap photos. During the late 1970s, the Khmer Rouge regime encouraged canal construction and the expansion of rice field areas in the region, which substantially modified the landscape (Helmer 1997). Interviews with local farmers indicate that during the subsequent Vietnamese regime (1979-1989), resettled populations cleared previous scrubland to expand farm plots, looted archaeological mounds and, where possible, flattened mounds to increase their field areas.

Prior to each field season, potential pre-Angkorian sites were identified through combining remote sensing data (primarily the 1992 FinnMap aerial photographs) and information from French colonial archaeological reports into a Geographic Information Systems database. Reliance on this database facilitated systematic (rather than full-coverage) survey techniques that maximized the number of sites recorded. Archaeological fieldwork involved ground-truthing these potential sites, interviewing villagers to obtain site histories and to ascertain locations of other potential sites, and pedestrian reconnaissance. A variety of transport vehicles were used to reach archaeological sites, including speedboats, trucks, motorbikes, and pony carts. Field visits first involved consultation with local and district officials to obtain permission to work and to identify the range of already-known sites in the community.

Localitys Documented from 2003-2005

Approximately 272 localities were documented in the 2003, 2004 and 2005 field seasons (Table 2). Each field season’s survey crews utilized the same methodologies outlined previously, and attention focused on different parts of the survey region each season. Survey work was undertaken along with paleoenvironmental research and investigations of potentially ancient canal segments as part of the Paris Canal research headed by Dr. Paul Bishop (University of Glasgow).

Table 2. Preliminary mound counts from LOMAP 2003-2005 Survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Season</th>
<th># Mounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our 2003 field season focused on sites adjacent to the river and on a series of sites immediately northwest of Angkor Borei. Survey concentrated on sites that followed the Takeo River downstream, and these sites are identified in Figure 4. Archaeological sites were recorded along the eastern border of the Takeo River; a sample of the second set of sites lying further east of the floodplain was also documented. Two areas of dense pre-Angkorian settlement were located near Phum Prey Phdao Knong and Phum Kompong Youl, both of which are linked to Angkor Borei by “Paris” canals (see Fig. 4). The last two weeks of survey focused on selected areas to the north of Angkor Borei.

Most documented sites consist of mounds and associated water features (moats and/or trapeang [small
The LOMAP 2003 survey crew documented 114 mounds in or near 20 separate villages (or phum) during the field season, including both mounds containing brick and brickless mounds. Mounds tended to occur in clusters, often in conjunction with ponds. A large number of these mound clusters was recorded in, or directly adjacent to, contemporary villages, and many of these villages have been built atop dense ceramic artifact scatters. Occasionally, collapsed brick structures were also found in such villages. All brick structures identified through survey have collapsed, and most bear evidence of looting.

The LOMAP 2004 field season expanded geographic coverage to the west along the fringes of the Takeo River floodplain. Figure 5 identifies all LOMAP 2004 surveyed localities, which includes a total of 80 new mounds in, or located directly adjacent to, 19 separate phum during the field season. Of these mounds, 66 lay in villages outside the boundaries of Angkor Borei; the remaining 14 mounds were documented in three phum within the walled area that is Angkor Borei. Permissions were also obtained from local landowners to sample seven collapsed brick structures for luminescence dating purposes.

Work during the LOMAP 2005 field season focused to the west of and away from the Takeo River, and also began exploring the region between Phnom Chisor (to the north) and Angkor Borei (to the south). Figure 6 presents all 78 localities surveyed by LOMAP 2005 in, or directly adjacent to, 10 separate phum. All these communities had large numbers of moated mounds in various configurations that we mapped and photographed. Significant time was also devoted to revisiting some localities found in 2003 and 2004 to ensure full coverage of the region, and to link the 2005 localities into larger
clusters, some of whose mounds were mapped in previous field seasons.

LOMAP Unit Definition and the Notion of “Site”
Combining data from field investigations and aerial photographic analysis generates a complicated data set that underscores key debates concerning the term “site” as it is used in archaeological survey research (see for example Anschuetz et al. 2001:171-172). Surveying Asian areas of wet-field rice agriculture further complicates the debate (Barnes 1986). Despite these caveats, the term “site” was provisionally applied to a series of archaeological localities during the LOMAP 2003-2005 survey. As has been noted in previous surveys in the region (e.g., Mudar 1995), the most effective criterion was a marked increase in the density of artifacts encountered that signaled the presence of a residential locality. Given the Mekong delta’s active alluvial depositional nature, the majority of “sites” encountered during survey were characterized primarily by their architectural features rather than by high artifact densities. Most architectural sites had either a very thin artifact scatter (ceramics and or brick) or no artifacts whatsoever, and were instead marked by the presence of associated moats and ponds. GPS units were used to demarcate the boundaries of these feature complexes, and visible mounds were mapped using standard transit technology.

Three primary archaeological remains were identified during the LOMAP 2003-2005 field survey seasons: moated mounds, artifact concentrations, and water control features. Some localities contained all three kinds of remains; while other localities consisted of a single moated mound. The vast majority of sites we documented had one or more moated mounds, and these were commonly located away from contemporary Khmer villages in prime agricultural areas. In a few cases, the moated mounds were found directly adjacent to, or
within, villages. Some villages (but not the mounds themselves) also contained subsurface ceramic deposits that suggest a pre-Angkorian residential function.

A small number of localities contained portions of intact brick masonry, a larger number contained brick fragments, and many mounds contained no brick whatsoever. To what extent this pattern reflects relatively recent dismantling activities (for recycling bricks, for clearing fields, and so on) remains unclear. In his early 20th century survey of the region, Lunet de la Jonquière reported that most brick shrines had already been dismantled. Many mounds that the LOMAP 2003-2005 field season visited contained some brick fragments; a smaller number contained portions of brick architecture (Stark et al., this volume). Most brick localities that we documented were quite fragmentary, and finding intact masonry was difficult.

Usage of the term “site” in the LOMAP 2003-2005 archaeological survey is indeed complex: some moated mounds along the Takeo River appeared in complexes of several mounds that are found in close vicinity to one or more contemporary communities. In Figure 7, for example, we see mounds associated with the contemporary communities of Preak Moreah and Kampram. At least eight mounds were still visible in the vicinity of Kampram (to the west), but the only residential archaeological site in the region lay across the Takeo River under the community of Preak Moreah. As another example, one complex of more than ten mounds in the southern part of the survey region covered an agricultural area that lacked any archaeological evidence of residential activity. These patterns, still under investigation, suggest that first-millennium AD moated mounds in the northern Mekong delta did not serve a predominantly residential function. They thus differ in function and form from documented circular earthwork sites in the “Terre Rouges” area of Kompong Cham and Vietnam (e.g., Albrecht et al. 2001; Dega 2002; Kojo and Pheng 1998; Moore 1988, 1990, 1992, 1998).

Archaeological mounds in the survey region formed clusters, and these clusters form units that may be considered “sites.” These clusters also have close spatial

Figure 6. Archaeological localities identified during the LOMAP 2005 field survey.
relationships to each other. Work is now underway to date localities and clusters through either chronometric or relative dating. The former method relies on luminescence dating of associated brick monuments, while the latter relies on the ceramic chronology developed through excavations at Angkor Borei.

A total of 8 brick monuments within Angkor Borei and in the LOMAP survey area have now been sampled for thermo- and optically-stimulated luminescence dating techniques (Stark et al., this volume). Seven of these have yielded reliable dates, and ongoing work is assigning relative dates to all survey localities which contained surface ceramic scatters. The next step is to characterize variability in these mounds and clusters to understand their configurations and the relationship of moated mounds to residential areas. We will also characterize the potential land-use strategies around each residential site to begin reconstructing the ancient farming systems that supported the growing delta populations of the first millennium AD.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

Construction of remote sensing data layers for the LOMAP 2003-2005 survey database is ongoing, and analysis of locality type and associated artifacts is still in its early stages. A growing body of archaeological evidence, however, supports the French claim that Angkor Borei was a large regional center during the period we associate with Funan. It also suggests that the region’s importance continued unabated throughout the pre-Angkorian period, a point that Jacob (1979) and Vickery (1998) raised previously. Equally interesting is the observation that most chronometrically-dated brick monuments in Angkor Borei and in the LOMAP survey region postdate AD 500, and that at least three bear Angkorian-period dates and suggest the continued importance of the delta.

At a broader level, answering the kinds of cultural historical questions that concern the rise of centralized power during the Angkorian period require archaeologists to work in multiple settings throughout the Mekong basin.
What westerners call “historical archaeology” in Cambodia (that is, research done on periods with documentary evidence) has traditionally privileged documentary sources over systematic archaeological research. In fact most of the “conventional wisdom” regarding the origins, rise, and ‘collapse’ of the Angkorian world is ‘known’ through historical, rather than archaeological evidence (Stark 2006).

Pre-Angkorian archaeology has never been in a better position than today: a growing number of trained Khmer professionals work with foreigners on long-term international collaborative research projects in several of the country’s provinces. Systematic archaeological research is still needed to document developmental sequences in central Cambodia (from Kratie to Kompong Thom) and around the Tonle Sap. Both archaeological survey and technical research are needed to date brick monuments in these regions, test the stylistic chronologies that have formed the basis for our temporal assignments, and identify the scale of nature of residential systems. It is within this broader context of pre-Angkorian archaeology that LOMAP can make its greatest contribution, and this enriched understanding of the pre-Angkorian period will provide insights – and may well require reinterpretation – of the rise and demise of the Khmer empire.
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